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1- ( Water )    
Write a short paragraph of six sentences about    '  Water'      using the guided words provided .                

(important- can't live- keep healthy-get, rain-use drinking, -save-turn off-use less-short shower) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Water is very important in our life. We can’t live without water. It keeps 
us healthy. We get water from the rain. We use water for drinking and washing. 

We also use water for cooking and farming. We should save water. It’s important 

to turn off the tap after use. It’s a good idea to take short showers. We should use 

less water too. We shouldn’t waste water. Water is life. 
 

2-Water cycle   
Write a short paragraph of six sentences about   "  Water cycle "  using the guided words provided .                

 (movement, water, earth - sun heats- water vapour - rises-cools, clouds - small drops join - fall, rain - fills seas) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  Water cycle is the movement of water on Earth. First, the sun heats sea 

water. Then, sea water turns into water vapour. The vapour rises in the sky. Next, 

it cools down and makes clouds. After that, small drops of water join together and 

make bigger drops. They fall as rain. Finally, they fill the sea again. 

Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 
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3-  Oil    
Write a short paragraph of six  sentences about         Oil              using the guided words provided .                

 
 (important - dead animals -under the ground- pipelines - export -factories-- petrol - Kuwait, famous -black gold--save) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     

               Oil It is very important in our life. It is made of dead animals and plants. 

Oil is found under the ground. It is put into pipelines. It is exported to other 

countries. Oil tankers carry it abroad. Factories make oil into petrol for cars. 

Kuwait is famous for oil. Kuwait is one of the world’s biggest producers of oil. It is 

called the black gold. We should save oil. 

4- lifeStraw 
Write a short paragraph of six  sentences about       lifeStraw      using the guided words provided .                

(important にinvention- plastic- cheap - purify waterに chemicals に stop bacteria に save lives-poor にdirty water) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   The lifeStraw is very important. It is a useful invention. It is made of 

plastic. It is cheap. It purifies water. It has got chemicals inside. The chemicals kill 

bacteria. The lifeStraw saves lives. It is important in poor countries which have 

only dirty water.                                Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 
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5- Light Bulb  
WヴｷデW ; ゲｴﾗヴデ ヮ;ヴ;ｪヴ;ヮｴ ﾗa ゲｷ┝  ゲWﾐデWﾐIWゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ げげ   The Light Bulb げげ  ┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW ｪ┌ｷSWS ┘ﾗヴSゲ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWS く                

 (important-gives light- cheap-saves energy-special- useful invention- last for years -waste -turn off ) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               The light bulb is very important. It gives us light. It is very cheap. It is 

special. It saves energy. It is a very useful invention. It lasts for many years. We 

should save energy. We should turn off the light after use. 

6-Energy 

Write a short paragraph of six  ゲWﾐデWﾐIWゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ   げげ  energyけけ      ┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW ｪ┌ｷSWS ┘ﾗヴSゲ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWS く                
 (important –need it everywhere-at home-save-put off computers-turn off Tv-lights-air-conditioner-
one car-share cars-walk -waste) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               Energy is very important. We need energy everywhere. We need it at 

home and at schools. We should save energy. We should put off the computers after 

use. It’s important to turn off the lights after use. It’s necessary to turn off the air 

conditioner. We should use one car. We need to share cars with others. We can 

walk to school. We shouldn’t waste energy. 
Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 
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7-  A Trip to Failaka Island 
 Write a short paragraph of six  sentences about  "A  trip to Failaka ""       using the guided words provided .                

 (yesterday- Failaka -family- boat- swam- dived - coral reef-colorful fish- lunch -volleyball-walk- beachねnice day ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

          I went to Failaka Island yesterday. I went with my family. We went by boat. 

I swam in the sea. My dad dived under the sea. We saw amazing coral reef and 

colorful fish. We ate lunch there too. We played beach volleyball. My mom and my 

sister walked on the beach. We had a nice day. We enjoyed our time. Failaka Island 

is a wonderful place. 

8- Al- Khwarizmi 
Write a short paragraph of six sentences about  " Al- Khwarizmi  using the guided words provided .                

 (   famous scientist-born 780 - Baghdad - - known for Algebra- first map of the world - 
geography- wrote books-died 850 ) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    Al-Khwarizmi is a famous scientist. He was born in 780. He was born 

in Khwarizmi. He lived in Baghdad. He is best known for Algebra. He made the 

first map of the world. He was interested in geography. He wrote many books. He 

died in 850. 

Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 
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9- Marie Curie 

Write a short paragraph of six  ゲWﾐデWﾐIWゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ げ  Marie Curie     using the guided words provided .                

 (famous scientist- born 1867- bright child-  did well at school-   university-study physics, 
maths - cure cancer- save lives - Nobel prize physics and chemistry- died 1934) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Marie curie is a famous scientist. She was born in 1867. She was a bright child. 

She did well at school. She joined the university in France. She studied physics and 

math. She wanted to find a cure for cancer. Her work saved many lives. She won 

The Nobel Prize in Physics and chemistry. She died in 1934. 

10- Sports  
Write a short paragraph of six  ゲWﾐデWﾐIWゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ げ  sport     using the guided words provided .                

 (Important-keep fit- healthy, strong - different kinds-  football, tennis- favourite football-
club-friends-weekends) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                 Sport is very important in our life. It keeps us fit. It makes us healthy 

and strong. There are different kinds of sports. You can play football, tennis or 

basketball. My favourite sport is football. I play football in the club. I play football 

with my friends. I play football at the weekends. Football is fun. 

Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 
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11- Football 

Write an e-ﾏ;ｷﾉ ﾗa ゲｷ┝ ゲWﾐデWﾐIWゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ       けけ Your Favourite Sport  げげ   デﾗ ┞ﾗ┌ヴ aヴｷWﾐS Fahad/ Sara. Your 

name is Ali/Dana. the following guide words may help you.                

(favourite, football にinteresting-keep fit- club に friends- weekends- score-  cleats に Messi  ) 

  

 

 

 

 

Dear Fahad, 

                 Good to hear from you! Thanks you’re your last e-mail. I will tell you about my 

favourite sport. My favourite sport is football. Football is a very interesting sport. It 
keeps me fit. I also play football to be strong and healthy. I play football in the club 
with my friends. I play football at the weekend. I score many goals I need a ball 
and cleats to play football. I will be a footballer when I grow up. I like Messi. 
Best wishes, 

 Ali  

12- Tennis               

Write ; ゲｴﾗヴデ ヮ;ヴ;ｪヴ;ヮｴ ﾗa ゲｷ┝ ゲWﾐデWﾐIWゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ  げげ  Tennis  げげ      ┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW ｪ┌ｷSWS ┘ﾗヴSゲ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWS く                

( favourite に  tennis にinteresting-keep fit- club- friends- Fridays-  racket に like   ) 

 

 

 

 

               Sport is very important. My favourite sport is tennis. Tennis is very 

interesting. It keeps me fit and strong. I play tennis in the club. I play tennis with 

my friends. I play tennis on Fridays. I need a ball, racket and a net to play tennis. 

I like tennis very much.                     Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 
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13- Table Tennis          

Write a short paragraph of 6  sentences about     table tennis      using the guided words provided  

( favourite に  table tennis interesting-keep fit に club - friends- Fridays -  batに like ) 

 

 

 

 

 

               Sport is very important. My favourite sport is table tennis. Table tennis is 

very interesting. It keeps me fit and strong. I play table tennis in the club. I play it 

with my friends. I play it on Fridays. I need a ball, bat and a net to play table tennis. 

I like table tennis very much. 

14- Swimming             

Write a short paragraph of 6  ゲWﾐデWﾐIWゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ    げげ Swimming  げげ   ┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW ｪ┌ｷSWS ┘ﾗヴSゲ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWS く                

(favourite に  swimming interesting-  keep fit - pool- friends- Fridays-  goggles に like   ) 

 

 

  

 

 

               Sport is very important. My favourite sport is swimming. Swimming is 

very interesting. It keeps me fit and strong. I go swimming in the swimming pool. 

I go swimming with my friends. I go swimming on Fridays. I need goggles for 

swimming. I like swimming very much. 

Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 
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15- Scuba diving                  

Write a short paragraph of 6   ゲWﾐデWﾐIWゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ   げげ Scuba diving  げげ  ┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW ｪ┌ｷSWS ┘ﾗヴSゲ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWS            

 (favourite に  interesting- keep fit - sea-coral reefs-  colorful fish -friends- Fridays-  gogglesに like ) 

 

 

 

 

                             Sport is very important. My favourite sport is Scuba diving. 

Scuba diving is very interesting. It keeps me fit and strong. I go Scuba diving in the 

sea. I go Scuba diving with my friends. I go Scuba diving on Fridays. I need goggles 

for Scuba diving. I like Scuba diving very much. 

16- Myself 

Write a short paragraph of 6   sentences about    Myself                   using the guided words provided .                

 (    name- Kuwaiti -11 years- -grade 6-brothers-sister-father doctor-mother teacher-school 
big-start 7:30-finish 1:30-favourite lesson –sports- afternoon homework-watch tv-games    ) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                My name is Ali. I am Kuwaiti. I am 11 years old. I am in grade 6. I have 

got two brothers. I have got one sister. My father is a policeman. My mother is a 

teacher. I go to school at 7 o’clock. My school starts at 7:30. School finishes at 1:30. 

I study 7 classes every day. My favourite subject is English. I like sport very much. 

My favourite sport is football. In the afternoon, I do homework. I watch TV. I play 

games with my brothers.             Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 
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17- New Zealand 

write a short paragraph of six sentences about     New Zealand   using the guided words provided  

 (nice country-  Pacific Ocean-small-population 5 million-two main islands-wellington 
capital-mountains volcanoes-sandy beaches-tourists-skiing) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                   New Zealand is a nice country. It is on the Pacific Ocean. It is a small 

country. The population is 5 million. It has got two main islands. Wellington is the 

capital. New Zealand has got high mountains and active volcanoes. It has got 

amazing forests and sandy beaches. You can go skiing on the mountains. 

18- Kuwait 
write a short paragraph of 6   sentences about      Kuwait                 using the guided words provided.                

       (nice country - Asia - smallに modern, rich にfamous, oil に population, 5 million- Kuwait City, capital- 

amazing places Failaka, avenues-beaches-tourists)    

 

 

 

 

                  

                Kuwait is a nice country. It is in Asia on the Arabian Gulf. Kuwait is 

small. Kuwait is modern and rich. It is famous for oil. The population is 5 million. 

Kuwait City is the capital. Kuwait has got amazing places. You can go to Failaka 

for swimming. You can go to the Avenues for shopping. You can visit the Kuwait 

Museum. You can go to the lovely sandy beaches. Tourists come to enjoy Kuwait. 

Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 
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19- The Beach 

Write a short paragraph of 6   ゲWﾐデWﾐIWゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ  げげ   The Beach   げげ    ┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW ｪ┌ｷSWS ┘ﾗヴSゲ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWS  

 (yesterday に beach - family- car- swam に walked に  lunch - volleyball-  fun -happy)  

 

    

 

 

 

       I went to the beach yesterday. I went with my family. We went by car. We 

swam in the sea. We had lunch there. We ate ice cream too. We played beach 

volleyball and football. My mom and my sister walked on the beach. We all had a 

nice day. We enjoyed our time. The beach was fun. We were very happy. 

20- Describe the picture 

Write a short paragraph of 6  sentences about    The Beach       using the guided words provided .                

(beautiful beach-children, shells-forest-sea lovely-island- old houses-trees-small boat-birds sky-like)  

 

 

 

 

 

                 I can see a nice beach. There are some children collecting shells in the 

foreground. There is a forest on the right. The sea is not rough. There is a small 

boat sailing in the sea. The people are waving their hands. They look happy. I can 

see a small island in the background. There are some birds flying in the sky too. I 

like this picture. It is a very nice picture. 

Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 
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21- A  Holiday in Dubai  

Write an e-ﾏ;ｷﾉ ﾗa ゲｷ┝ ゲWﾐデWﾐIWゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ       けけ A Holiday in Dubai  げげ   デﾗ ┞ﾗ┌ヴ aヴｷWﾐS Fahad/ Sara. Your 

name is Ali/Dana. the following guide words may help you.                

( last holiday - Dubai- family - plane- hotel -  week-visit, Burj Al Arab - Khalifa Tower- tennis, helipad -happy) 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Fahad, 

                 GﾗﾗS デﾗ ｴW;ヴ aヴﾗﾏ ┞ﾗ┌ぁ Tｴ;ﾐﾆゲ ┞ﾗ┌げヴW ┞ﾗ┌ヴ ﾉ;ゲデ W-mail. I will tell you about my last 

holiday in Dubai. I went to Dubai with my family. We went by plane. We stayed in a 
nice hotel. We stayed there for a week. The food was tasty. The weather was good. 
We played tennis on the helipad of Burj Al Arab hotel. We visited the amazing 
Khalifa Tower too. We went shopping in Dubai mall. We were very happy. Dubai 
is a wonderful city. 
Best wishes 

 Ali  

22-  A Holiday In London   

Write a short paragraph of 6  sentences about    Holiday In London using the guided words. 

(Last year-family-plane-hotel-weather-food-nice places-museums-shopping--photos-happyͶwonderful) 

 

              

 

 

 

 

 

                   Last year I went to London. I went with my family. We went by plane. 

We stayed in a nice hotel. We stayed there for a week. The food was tasty. The 

weather was cold. We visited very nice places like Big Ben and London Eye. We 

visited the museums.  We went shopping and bought some presents for our friends. 

We took amazing photos and videos. We were very happy. London is a wonderful 

city.                                          Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 
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23- King Fahd Causeway  

write a short paragraph of 6 sentences about    King Fahd Causeway   using the guided words.                

 (causeway- Bahrain, Saudi Arabia – opened, 1986 - three million cars- twenty-five km-lunch restaurant) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

                  King Fahad causeway is very famous. It links Bahrain with Saudi Arabia. 

It was opened in 1986. Three million cars go over the bridge every year. It is 

twenty-five Km long. It is 23 m. wide. You can have lunch at a restaurant on the 

causeway. The causeway offers services to millions of people.  

24-  My  School    

Write a short paragraph of 6  ゲWﾐデWﾐIWゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ   げげ    My  School ‘‘ using the guided words provided .                

 (big, modern-science labs-music room-study subjects - Arabic, English, maths-favourite, religion-break, 
snacks-like, teachers) 
 

 

 

 

 

               My school is big and modern. The teachers are helpful. The students are 

friendly. It has got 3 science labs. It has got 2 computer labs. There are 2 art rooms. 

There is a big music room. We study many subjects every day. We study Arabic, 

English, maths etc. My favourite subject is English. In the break I eat a snack and 

play with my friends.           Prepared by: Mr. Mustafa Al Jendi 


